WeighLog™
Advanced on-board weighing system specifically designed for tractor, skidsteer, and telescopic loaders.

Benefits of WeighLog:

• WeighLog is a user-friendly on-board weighing system that can be used for loading, batch blending, or check weighing

• Maximize productivity and increase efficiency loading correctly the first time

• Intuitive and easy-to-use WeighLog uses a 4.3” color, resistive (keep your gloves on) touchscreen display

• The WeighLog system can be retrofitted onto wheel, telescopic, and skidsteer loaders and forklifts

Exclusive Features:

• Use with up to 10 different attachments such as buckets, forks, and spears

• Storage capability comprising up to 30 products, 30 customers, and up to 5 different mixes designed to assist during feed mixing and grain handling. Enables accurate record keeping and traceability

• Overload alarm feature helps protect the loader and operator

• Communication via SD card, USB memory stick, or printer for safe copies of loading summaries

“The WeighLog is easy to use, especially the accumulation feature. I can completely capture how much manure I loaded into the spreader and then take the information back to the computer via the USB. Because of the WeighLog, we know exactly how much hay we have on hand and how much we are feeding every day.”

Mike Wargo-Cow/Calf operator
Williamsport, IN

For more information visit www.digi-star.com or call 1-800-225-7695 | 1-920-563-1400
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We reserve the right to modify designs or implement product improvements without any obligations with respect to goods purchased. WeighLog® is a registered trademark of Digi-Star LLC.